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We are told not to name them. 
 

We’re taught this as children. We do not name things that have no souls, the towers’ Robed 
Teachers say. Indeed, golems may seem to breathe and think, but they hail from human hands 
– creations of our minds and the Ancient Ones’ magic. They are tools. They are no more alive 
than the desks in which you sit. 
 

But I can’t think of a single woman or man in my division who doesn’t call their golem 
something – be it a brusque lamentation of their creature’s sleepy-eyed intelligence, or 
something far more noble ... something worthy of the warrior-life the beasts often assume. 
Most of my soldiers had no role in naming their golems at all. Like my golem Vigilance, their 
golems were created and named by ancestors, generations ago. 
 

It is the Durani way, to bequeath long-lived golems to our offspring. During our custody, we 
adorn the creatures with as many precious jewels and metals as we can afford, adding our 
contributions to their already-glittering armor, ensuring the beasts become increasingly 
powerful as the generations unfold. The glittering armor pleases our distant ancestors who 
have ascended, the Ancient Ones whose blessings we count on for our inevitable victory in 
battle … or so we believed. 
 

Our golems are old, passed down from generation to generation, because for as long as 
anyone could remember, none had been lost in battle. There was nothing left strong enough to 
kill them. For the last 600 years, any tribe or clan that attempted to revolt or resist us was 
easily charred by divine Durani lightning, or crushed under our Colossi’s heels. There was 
little need to make new golems. 
 

There is now. 
 

I thought of these things as my Winged Preserver golem trudged down The Road Danu, the 
empire’s lifeblood trade route. Days behind me lay a battlefield-not-yet-named, a swath of 
blood-soaked, smoking land once home to imperial cities and farmland. A mile ahead: 
Supakva, the western region’s capital city. The city of my birth. Its gilded walls and towers 
shone in the midday sun, a beacon. 
 

I gripped the reins and used focus to urge my golem on, ordering it move a bit faster. I was 
mindful of the damage I was undoubtedly causing it, but believed it could reach the city 
without issue. 
  



I was wrong. The massive stone beast beneath me shuddered and gave a low moan. I heard a 
sick crunching, grinding sound – I thought of a titanic mortar and pestle at work then, a thing 
pulverizing boulders and bone – and then the unmistakable, teeth-rattling thud of another 
piece of my golem tumbling off, onto the road. 
 

Damn it. I glanced over my shoulder, past the golem’s jeweled wings. What was left of its 
smashed right arm now twitched in the road. The shattered limb was longer than a horse cart, 
and as wide as a tree trunk. The brown marble arm gave a final desperate spasm, then lay 
blessedly still. The other golems behind me – fellow survivors of my ravaged battalion – 
stepped over it as their knights piloted them on, following my lead. 
 

My golem gave another moan, this one almost mournful. Its wings trembled. I coaxed it along 
the best I could, silently grateful that its left arm – the one with a golden canoe-sized axe for a 
hand – was still with us. 
 

“Just a little further, Vigilance,” I said to it. “We’re almost home.” 
 

The city of Supakva is marvelously impressive. I could speak for hours about its spectacular 
perimeter wall, a miles-long blue and gold marvel our ancestors named Bhrza – a thing that is 
supposedly more alive than not ... a sleeping thing that can feel, and perhaps even fight, if the 
legends are to be believed. On my trek back home, I found myself hoping the legends were 
true. 
 

Or I could educate you on the city’s Seven Great Towers, each taller than the last, and the 
schools and universities they contain. Our city is the City of Masters, the empire’s thriving 
home for education of all subjects – magic, finance, government, warfare. Even Kalmasa, our 
people’s darkest art, is tolerated and taught here. A good thing, I now suspect. We’ll need 
blackblood allies in the days ahead. 
 

We could spend days exploring Apex, the elaborate, grand library at the city’s heart, and 
never encounter the same room twice. Or we might wander Gahana, the labyrinth hidden 
beneath the streets of Supakva, for weeks … or for the rest of our lives, if we failed to find our 
way out. We could sit at one of the thousands of street side cafes, discussing the endless easy 
battles won by emperors long ago, as we sip wine with soft politicians and fat generals. Many 
people are soft and fat, here in Supakva. 
 

This city is a jewel, the sparkling treasure of our empire’s fertile crescent. 
 

But as my wounded golem concluded its days-long march from our empire’s first defeat in 600 
years to the city’s looming main gates, all I could see was that Supakva was old, grown 
bloated and decadent in its ancient wealth. 
 

“Hail, warriors of the Western Wind!” called a man’s voice from far above. 
  



I looked up, shielding my eyes from the wall’s glinting ornate mosaics. More than a hundred 
feet up, a Jeweled Harpy golem leaped from a parapet. Its sleek bejeweled wings and talons 
were momentarily captured in glorious, gravity-defying silhouette. The stone beast swooped 
down to greet my soldiers and I in a graceful, lazy corkscrew arc. It landed near Vigilance. My 
wounded golem moaned again, malcontent. 
 

I gazed down at the Harpy and its knight from atop Vigilance. The Harpy was at least four 
generations old: gold armor, piercings and jewels covered most of its marble face and breasts. 
Its knight was young, however. Sentry duty wasn’t uncommon for “squirts” – recent 
graduates from the city’s War Tower. 
 

“Hail,” I replied. “We bring news from the border. I am Hataroha, Lord Captain of the 29th 
Gale. I’m here to speak with General Sajjata.” 
 

The Harpy’s knight saluted. “Sentry first class Raksa, ma’am,” he replied. 
 

His wide eyes catalogued me. Perhaps he hadn’t met such a high-ranking field officer before. 
Or perhaps he’d never seen a fellow knight’s armor covered in so much golem grit and human 
blood. Until last week, I hadn’t, either. 
 

“What ... what happened?” he asked. 
 

“Invaders,” I replied, and then added, almost absently: “Abominations.” 
 

The knight’s Harpy seemed to tense at this, then scratched at the road with its golden talons. 
They left thick gashes in the dirt; the creature’s claws were as long as scythe blades. Vigilance 
shifted from foot to foot, as if replying in nervous sympathy. Weird creatures. 
 

“Who are they?” Raksa dared to ask. 
 

The young sentry Raksa stared up at me, and at my wounded golem, as we stood before the 
closed gates of Supakva, the capital city of the empire’s western region. My armor was 
covered in blood; my golem Vigilance was a splintered, crumbling mess. 
 

He asked again: “Who are the invaders?” 
 

An excellent question, is what I wanted to say, because no one knows. They and their strange 
golems hail from the south, maybe from one of the ten hells, and they’re relentless, and 
they’re merciless, and they travel in hordes so large, we couldn’t count them all. And they’re 
nimble – much faster than us. We’re outnumbered. We’re outgunned. We’re in danger. Great, 
grave danger. 
 

“A faction we haven’t seen before,” I replied. “We left the front to bring intelligence to the 
general.” 
 

“Can you tell me anything about the invaders?” Raksa asked. 
  



I gritted my teeth. What a presumptuous, ill-trained, inquisitive little brat. On any other day, 
with any other burden, I would’ve scolded the kid so badly and loudly for this breach of 
protocol, the entire northern district would’ve heard me. But I was exhausted and heartbroken 
and so thoroughly beaten, all I could muster was a glare. 
 

This kid, and others like him, they’re the future of our army now, a voice inside me said. This 
was a passionless voice, the soldier inside, the voice of the woman who’d left the opulence of 
the city years ago to embrace a harder life – a life that, in the end, wasn’t nearly as hard as it 
should’ve been. Staring at this youngster’s wide brown eyes, I understood that now. It hadn’t 
been a battle I’d witnessed days ago. It was a massacre. We’re an endangered species.  
 

This soldier side of me then added: He’s the future, and we’re doomed. Tell him nothing. 
 

“They attacked us,” I said instead. “They attacked all of us, even the Colossi.” 
 

Raska blinked, disbelieving. This was suicide. Everyone knew attacking a Colossus was 
suicide. 
 

“I’ve never seen a Colossus in battle,” he said. 
 

“I’d never seen one fall,” I replied. “And then I did. And then I did again. And again.” 
 

The young sentry flinched at this. At the same moment, his Jeweled Harpy golem took an 
instinctive half-step backward. At least the focus between them was good. That’d help in the 
war to come, I thought. 
 

The boy’s face was white. 
 

“I’ll be seeing the general now,” I said. “But I want you thinking on that. I want you thinking 
about the unholy speed of what they’re doing out there. We need to be fleet of foot, Sentry 
first class Raska. We need to adapt. And that’s a problem, because we haven’t had to adapt in 
more than 600 years.” 
 

Raska’s eyes narrowed, grew determined. Good. 
 

I eyed his winged golem. The Harpy eyed me right back. Its face was expressionless as always, 
but I sensed some breed of curiosity behind its diamond eyes. 
 

“What’s its name?” I asked. 
 

Raska’s determination wavered. “Ah. She’s not very smart,” he said, apologetic. 
 

“None of them are. That’s not what I asked. What it is called?” 
 

“Birdbrain,” he said, looking away. 
  



I shook my head. “No. Not anymore. Not ever again. Give it a warrior’s name. These things 
fight for us” – I glanced down at my own broken, trembling golem – “and they die for us. Give 
it a name worthy of the deed. They’ll be the only thing that saves us.” 
 

Raska saluted, and then urged his Harpy Scout to fly upwards, back to the parapet far above. 
Moments later, the great gates opened, and the safe and shining splendor of Supakva lay 
before me. 
 

Safe and shining... But for how long? 
 

I piloted the limping remains of my Vigilance into the city, wondering how in all the hells we 
could ever win this war. 
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